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By McGregor, Elizabeth

Dutton Adult, New York, 2001. Hardcover. Condition: New. Dust Jacket Condition: New. First
Edition. Mylar protected dust jacket. Jo Harper is a contemporary London journalist saddled by her
editor with a story she doesn't want. Namely: Douglas Marshall, an eminent archaeologist, has set
out on a trek to research the (real-life) Franklin expedition, which disappeared more than a century
ago during a hopeless search for the Northwest Passage. Now Marshall has gone missing too. In the
course of her preliminary spadework, Jo finds an archived BBC program wherein Marshall describes
the folly of Franklin's endeavor: Just a few short miles of ice. What was that to the greediest
colonizing nation in the world? What were the months of darkness, and the strongest sea currents
on the planet? The finest nautical minds of the age talked about it as if it were an afternoon jaunt,
brushing aside a few natives, bears, and bits of tundra. McGregor alternates Jo's story with a
running account of the Franklin expedition, narrated by a 16-year-old sailor named Gus.
Meanwhile, Marshall is found, and he and Jo pursue a clearly doomed romance. When their child is
born with a rare blood disease, the distraught mother commissions...
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Unquestionably, this is actually the greatest function by any author. I was able to comprehended every little thing using this created e ebook. Its been
printed in an remarkably straightforward way which is merely following i finished reading this ebook in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Arianna Witting-- Arianna Witting

An exceptional book as well as the font used was exciting to read. It is actually rally intriguing throgh reading time. You will not sense monotony at anytime
of the time (that's what catalogues are for about when you ask me).
-- Crystel Hagenes-- Crystel Hagenes
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